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When faced with problems, we can flexibly change
our ways of thinking or our point of view. Our
cognitive flexibility arises from this ability of shifting
cognitive sets. To elucidate how this dynamic
process is implemented in the primate brain,
single-unit activity was recorded from the posterior
parietal cortex (PPC) of two monkeys performing
analogs of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, which
is most commonly used to test cognitive flexibility
in humans. We successfully trained the monkeys to
promptly perform set shifting, mostly within a single
trial, and found shift-related activity: PPC neurons
were transiently activated when the monkeys shifted
from one cognitive set to another, but not when they
shifted in the opposite direction. This shift-related
activity emerged about 4 s before the actual
behavioral responses, and it well predicted whether
the cognitive set would be successfully shifted.
These results provide insights into single-unit level
mechanisms of cognitive flexibility.
INTRODUCTION
A cognitive set, or an appropriate configuration of mental
resources, is maintained to facilitate our behavior. Behavioral
flexibility, however, requires prompt shifting of the maintained
cognitive set to a new one whenever external demands change
(Allport et al., 1994; Meiran, 1996; Monsell, 2003; Rogers and
Monsell, 1995). Using behavioral tasks that require set shifting,
human functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies
(Asari et al., 2005; Dosenbach et al., 2006; Jimura et al., 2004;
Kimberg et al., 2000; Konishi et al., 1998, 2005; Monchi et al.,
2001; Rushworth et al., 2001; Sohn et al., 2000) have identified
brain regions apparently involved in set shifting. These regions
include the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and the prefrontal
cortex (PFC), both of which showed larger activation during trials
in which subjects shifted their cognitive set (termed shift trials)
than during trials in which subjects maintained the same
cognitive set (termed nonshift trials). But the fMRI, due to its
limited time resolution, could not precisely reveal which task
events during the shift trials (e.g., stimulus presentation or
behavioral response) the PPC neurons were responding to.
Since single-unit recording studies reported that PPC activityis modulated by a variety of cognitive processes, including
visuospatial attention (Colby and Goldberg, 1999; Corbetta
and Shulman, 2002; Desimone and Duncan, 1995), representa-
tion of behavioral relevance (Assad, 2003; Nieder, 2005) or
decision making (Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Platt and Glimcher,
1999; Shadlen and Newsome, 1996), the PPC neurons could
respond to any task event.
Single-unit recording studies in monkeys, with set-shifting or
task-switching paradigms, have shown that the PPC and PFC
neurons showed ‘‘rule-selectivity’’ (Asaad et al., 2000; Johnston
and Everling, 2006; Mansouri et al., 2006; Stoet and Snyder,
2004; Wallis et al., 2001; Whiete and Wise, 1999); that is, the
neuronal activity was modulated by whether monkeys obeyed
one rule or another, which could reflect the maintenance of
a rule or a cognitive set. However, the shift and the nonshift trials
were not distinguished in these studies; therefore, the neuronal
activity that would have transiently emerged in the shift trials
was not addressed. This might be partly because animals often
have difficulty promptly shifting their cognitive sets under exper-
imental conditions (Asaad et al., 2000; Mansouri and Tanaka,
2002; Mansouri et al., 2006; Wallis et al., 2001), which makes it
difficult todetermine theexact trial inwhichsuccessful set shifting
was completed. As a result, dynamic processes of cognitive set
shifting, other than the static maintenance of cognitive sets,
havenotbeenexploredat thesingle-unit level in theprimatebrain.
In the present study, we successfully trained two monkeys to
promptly shift their cognitive sets, which enabled us to deter-
mine the shift trials. We could then compare neuronal activities
during the shift and nonshift trials to detect shift-related activity
in the PPC. We used analogs of the Wisconsin Card Sorting
Test (WCST) (Nakahara et al., 2002), which was originally
devised for humans (Anderson et al., 1991; Milner, 1963), and
then modified it for monkey lesion studies (Dias et al., 1996,
1997; Passingham, 1972) to test cognitive flexibility; the
monkeys responded to compound bivalent stimuli (Dias et al.,
1996, 1997; Nakahara et al., 2002) based on one relevant
dimension (color or shape, in our task). Whenever the relevant
dimension changed intermittently, the monkeys had to shift their
cognitive set in order to respond based on the new dimension.
We found that a group of posterior parietal neurons was acti-
vated transiently when monkeys shifted from one cognitive set
to another (e.g., from color to shape), but not when the monkeys
shifted in the opposite direction (e.g., from shape to color).
Crucially, the activity was predictive of whether or not the cogni-
tive set would be successfully shifted. This dynamic shift-related
activity emerged about 4 s before the actual stimulus presenta-
tion and the behavioral responses. Beyond the previous viewsNeuron 61, 941–951, March 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 941
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Monkeys and Their Behavioral Performance
(A) Configuration of the sample and choice stimuli.
Among the three choice stimuli, one matched the
sample color, another matched its shape, and
the third matched neither attribute.
(B) Trial periods. A trial started with a blank screen
(preparatory period). After 3500–4100 ms, the
screen turned gray and the warning stimulus and
sample stimulus were sequentially presented.
Three choice stimuli were then presented, and
the animals had to select one of them.
(C) Task sequence around a dimensional change.
Only the choice period in each trial is displayed.
Gray circles (not actually presented) indicate the
monkey’s responses. Animals had to respond
successively based on one relevant dimension
(‘‘nonshift trial’’). After six to eight consecutive
correct trials, the relevant dimension changed
(‘‘dimensional change’’), and the response based
on the previous dimension was no longer correct.
The first trial after the dimensional change was
an ‘‘inevitable-error trial.’’ The first correct trial after
the dimensional change was a ‘‘shift trial.’’
(D) Mean percentage of responses based on
the new dimension as a function of trial position
relative to the inevitable-error trial. The arrowhead
on the abscissa indicates the inevitable-error trial.
Error bars indicate SEMs. Note that error bars for
the data of monkey W are smaller than the data
point symbols.
(E) Distribution of the number of consecutive
correct trials after the first correct trial.that PPCs are involved mostly in cognitive processes directed
to external visual objects or space (Colby and Goldberg, 1999;
Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Desimone and Duncan, 1995),
the results in the present study provide unprecedented evidence
that PPC neurons contribute to the flexible shifting of internal
cognitive sets in primates.
RESULTS
Behavioral Performance
Our task required monkeys to match a sample stimulus to one of
three choice stimuli based on one relevant attribute, color or
shape (Figure 1A) (this attribute is called the ‘‘dimension’’). The
relevant dimension changed for each series of trials. Each trial
started with a blank screen (preparatory period), which was
followed by the successive presentation of warning, sample,
and choice stimuli (Figure 1B). After six to eight consecutive
correct trials in one dimension, the relevant dimension changed
to the other dimension without the monkeys’ knowledge
(‘‘dimensional change,’’ Figure 1C). After the dimensional
change, a response based on the previous dimension was no
longer correct. Consequently, the first trial after a dimensional
change was nearly always incorrectly performed because the942 Neuron 61, 941–951, March 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.monkeys could not know that the dimension had changed
(‘‘inevitable-error’’ trial). Signaled by the inevitable errors, the
monkeys had to internally change their old cognitive set. Here-
after, we define the first correct trial after a dimensional change
as a ‘‘shift’’ trial, whereas other correct trials and inevitable-error
trials are defined as ‘‘nonshift’’ trials.
Twomonkeys (monkeysWandG) performed this taskwell and
shifted their cognitive set when the relevant dimension changed.
Their behaviors around a dimensional change are shown in
Figure 1D. The inevitable-error trials (indicated by an arrowhead
in Figure 1D) were mostly performed based on the old dimen-
sion, so that the percentage of responses based on the new
dimension was significantly lower than chance for both monkeys
(p < 0.0001, binomial test). Since the monkeys’ responses were
sometimes based on the new dimension in the inevitable-error
trial, the percentage of responses based on the new dimension
in the inevitable-error trial (arrowhead in Figure 1D) was signifi-
cantly higher than zero for both monkeys (p < 0.001, t test).
This result suggests that the monkeys showed a slight tendency
to anticipate the dimensional change. The first trials after the
inevitable-error trials were reliably performed based on the
new dimension, so that the percentages were significantly higher
than chance (96.4% and 67.0% for monkeys W and G,
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Figure 2. Representative UDSR Neuron
(A) Rastergrams and SDFs of a UDSR neuron. Data are aligned upon the onset
of the preparatory period (arrowhead), warning period, next preparatory
period, and next warning period. Red and blue dots in the rastergrams indicate
neuronal discharge in the shift-to-color trials and in the shift-to-shape trials,
respectively. Magenta and cyan dots indicate neuronal discharge in the first
nonshift trials after the shift trial in the color and shape dimensions, respec-
tively. For SDFs, red and magenta thick lines indicate average activity in the
shift-to-color trials and in the nonshift trials in the color dimension, respec-
tively. Blue and cyan thick lines indicate average activity in the shift-to-shape
trials and in the nonshift trials in the shape dimension, respectively. Thin lines
indicate averages ± SEMs. Light-gray shading indicates the early preparatory
period. The durations of the preparatory, warning, and choice periods were
varied; therefore, the mean duration of each trial period is shown at the top
of the panel.
(B) Mean firing rates of the neuron during the early preparatory period. Red and
magenta bars indicate the activity in the shift-to-color trials and in the nonshift
trials in the color dimension, respectively. Blue and cyan bars indicate therespectively; p < 0.0001, binomial test), and the performance
was even better in subsequent trials: 97.3% and 82.0% in
the second trial and 97.9% and 87.1% in the third trial after the
inevitable-error trial for monkeys W and G, respectively. The
switch cost (performance decline in the shift trials; see Experi-
mental Procedures) reflected in the error rate was significantly
larger than zero in both monkeys (0.9% and 15.0% in monkey
W and G, respectively, p < 0.01, t test). The switch cost reflected
in the response time was significantly larger than zero in one
monkey (76.8 ms in monkey G, p < 0.001, t test; 0.3 ms in
monkey W, p = 0.23). We next analyzed the monkeys’ perfor-
mance after the ‘‘shift trial’’ to determine whether they would
faithfully maintain their cognitive set during the nonshift trials.
Themean correct response was nearly perfect in the trials imme-
diately after the shift trials: 97.1% ± 5.7% and 95.0% ± 6.7%
(mean ± SD) for monkeys W and G, respectively. Moreover,
the monkeys continued to make correct responses, nearly
always making five or more consecutive correct responses
following the shift trial (91% and 72% for monkeys W and G,
respectively; Figure 1E). This stable and reliable performance
after the shift trials suggests that during the shift trials the
monkeys did indeed reconfigure their cognitive sets for the
new dimension and maintained it during the nonshift trials.
PPC Activity Signals Set Reconfiguration
We recorded single-unit activity from 804 neurons in the lateral
surfaces of the PPC, including area 7a and the dorsal prelunate
(DP) area (Lewis and Van Essen, 2000; Stoet and Snyder, 2004)
(Figure S1 available online). The task-related activity of each
neuron was detected during the early preparatory period (first
500–2000 ms of the preparatory period) by using a two-way
ANOVA (Dimension [color or shape] 3 Trial type [shift trial or
nonshift trial]). (For the data related to the late preparatory
period, see the end of this section.) Figure S2 shows the
ANOVA results in a Venn diagram. The task-related activity
was classified into three types based on the ANOVA results:
‘‘dimension-related (DR)’’ activity (Figure S3), ‘‘trial-type-related
(TTR)’’ activity, and ‘‘unidimensional shift-related (UDSR)’’
activity. This study will focus on the third-type of activity
(UDSR activity) (for DR and TTR activities, see Figures S5
and S6).
An example of UDSR activity in a PPC neuron is shown in
Figure 2A. In the shift trials, this neuron was activated strongly
during the preparatory period, when the monkey shifted its
cognitive set to the color dimension (‘‘shift-to-color trial,’’ red
line in Figure 2A), but not when the monkey shifted to the shape
dimension (‘‘shift-to-shape trial,’’ blue line in Figure 2A). The
mean discharge rate during the early preparatory period was
significantly larger in the shift-to-color trials than in the nonshift
trials in the color dimension (p < 0.05, post hoc Tukey’s least-
significant difference test, following two-way ANOVA [significant
interaction between Dimension and Trial-type factors, p < 0.05];
activity in the shift-to-shape trials and in the nonshift trials in the shape
dimension, respectively. The shift-to-color trials and the shift-to-shape trials
are classified into trials in the color and shape dimensions, respectively (see
Experimental Procedures). Error bars indicate SEMs. *p < 0.05, Tukey’s
least-significant difference test.Neuron 61, 941–951, March 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 943
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Neurons
(A) SDFs averaged across all UDSR neurons (n =
103). Data alignment is the same as in Figure 2A.
Red and magenta thick lines indicate the activity
in the shift-to-preferred-dimension trials and in
the nonshift trials in the preferred dimension,
respectively. Blue and cyan thick lines indicate
the activity in the shift-to-nonpreferred-dimension
trials and in the nonshift trials in the nonpreferred
dimension, respectively. Thin lines indicate aver-
ages ± SEMs. Light-gray shading indicates the
early preparatory period.
(B) Normalized mean firing rates during the early
preparatory period averaged across all UDSR
neurons. Red and magenta bars indicate the
activity in the shift-to-preferred-dimension trials
and in the nonshift trials in the preferred dimension,
respectively. Blue and cyan bars indicate the
activity in the shift-to-nonpreferred-dimension
trials and in the nonshift trials in the nonpreferred
dimension, respectively. Error bars indicate
SEMs. **p < 0.0001, Tukey’s least-significant
difference test.
(C) Normalized mean firing rates during the early
preparatory period as a function of trial positions
relative to the shift trial. Red and blue squares
indicate the activity in the shift-to-preferred-
dimension trials and in the shift-to-nonpreferred-
dimension trials, respectively. Magenta and cyan
circles indicate the activity in the nonshift trials
in the preferred and nonpreferred dimensions,
respectively. Error bars indicate SEMs. Activity
was significantly larger in the shift-to-preferred-
dimension trials than in all of the subsequent non-
shift trials in the preferred dimension (**p < 0.005,
Tukey’s honestly significant differences test). By
contrast, activity was comparable between the
shift-to-nonpreferred-dimension trials and all of
the subsequent nonshift trials in the nonpreferred
dimension (p > 0.1).Figure 2B). By contrast, the mean discharge rate was not signif-
icantly different between the shift-to-shape trials and the non-
shift trials in the shape dimension (p > 0.1; Figure 2B). Moreover,
the mean discharge rate was significantly larger in the shift-to-
color trials than in the shift-to-shape trials (p < 0.05; Figure 2B).
Among the recorded neurons, 103 (13%) exhibited UDSR
activity during the early preparatory period. Of these, 56 showed
the largest activity in either shift-to-color trials or in nonshift trials
in the color dimension (color-preferring neurons), whereas the
remaining 47 did so in either shift-to-shape trials or in nonshift
trials in the shape dimension (shape-preferring neurons). The
average time course of the activity for all 103 neurons is shown
in Figure 3A. The population activity increased during the prepa-
ratory period only in the shift trials, in which the monkeys shifted
their cognitive set to the preferred dimension (‘‘shift-to-
preferred-dimension trial,’’ red line in Figure 3A), so that the
mean activity was significantly larger in the shift-to-preferred-
dimension trials than in the nonshift trials in the preferred dimen-
sion (p < 0.0001, post hoc Tukey’s least-significant difference
test, following two-way ANOVA [significant interaction between
Dimension and Trial-type factors, p < 0.001]; Figure 3B).944 Neuron 61, 941–951, March 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.However, the activity was comparable in the ‘‘shift-to-nonpre-
ferred-dimension trials’’ and in the nonshift trials in the
nonpreferred dimension (p > 0.1; Figure 3B). The same statistical
analysis was conducted for the UDSR neurons from each
monkey, and the results were the same in both monkeys
(Figure S4). We further assessed the effect of trial positions after
the shift trial (Figure 3C). Transient activity emerged in the shift-
to-preferred-dimension trial, but it was no longer observed in the
following nonshift trials (p < 0.005; post hoc Tukey’s honestly
significant differences test). By contrast, in the nonpreferred
dimension, the transient activity did not emerge (p > 0.1).
For a better characterization of the UDSR neurons, we
examined this activity in relation to other task-related activities
(i.e., DR and TTR activities) (Figure S5 and Supplemental Data).
We also assessed all of these neuronal activities during warning,
sample, and choice periods besides the preparatory period
(Figure S6 and (Supplemental Data). We found that UDSR
neurons showed a pattern of activity that was discrete from other
neuronal populations, only during the preparatory period.
Since the shift trial immediately followed the absence of
reward in our task, it is important to examine whether the activity
Neuron
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2008; Schultz, 2007; Schultz and Dickinson, 2000). Notably, the
UDSR activity emerged unidimensionally (e.g., only in the shift-
to-color trials, not in the shift-to-shape trials), although the
reward condition was the same in both trials. Thus, the UDSR
activity could not be basically explained by the reward-related
responses. To further address the possibility of the reward-
related responses, we performed four types of analyses (see
Supplemental Data for detailed descriptions of the reward-
related issues). First, the activity was analyzed during trials in
which monkeys failed in set shifting (called ‘‘shift-failure’’ trials,
see the next section). Second, we analyzed nonshift trials
following erroneous behavioral responses, other than the shift-
failure trials (see the next section). Third, we performed
a three-way ANOVA with reward as a third factor. Fourth, we
examined the activity during a later time-window (i.e., 1000–
2500 ms after the onset of the preparatory period). The results
of all of these analyses indicated that the UDSR activity could
not reflect the reward-related responses.
In order to address the effect of eye movements on the UDSR
activity, we tested whether the neuronal activity would be corre-
lated with eye movements (see Supplemental Data). However,
we found no significant correlation between the activity and
a variety of eye-movement parameters (Spearman’s correlation,
p > 0.2; Figure S7 and Table S1). We also conducted gaze-
eccentricity analyses with a hypothesis that the monkeys might
have looked at different positions, depending on the relevant
dimension (see Supplemental Data). Gaze eccentricity was
significantly larger in the shape dimension than in the color
dimension during a short time window during the preparatory
period, but only 5.3% of the UDSR neurons showed activity
that was significantly correlated with gaze eccentricity during
that period (Pearson’s correlation, p < 0.05). We also analyzed
hand movements during the preparatory period, and we found
that hand-movement variations in the shift trials were equally
distributed between the color and shape dimensions and
showed no significant bias (c2 test, p > 0.1 for the left hand,
p > 0.5 for the right hand; see Supplemental Data). Thus, the
UDSR activity is unlikely to be attributed to differences in eye
or hand movements.
We also identified 64 neurons (8.0% of the 804 neurons) that
showed UDSR activity during the late preparatory period (last
1500 ms of the preparatory period) on a two-way ANOVA, but
their number was close to the chance level expected from the
p value for the ANOVA (5%). The significance of these neurons
remains to be addressed.
PPC Activity Predicts Successful Set Shifting
We next addressed whether the UDSR activity could predict the
success or failure of the monkeys’ set shifting. After a dimen-
sional change, but before successful set shifting, the monkeys
occasionally made some errors other than an inevitable error,
suggesting a failure to reconfigure their cognitive set in those
error trials. We therefore examined the UDSR activity during
these error trials that intervened between the inevitable-error trial
and the first correct trial after the dimensional change. We will
call these intervening error trials shift-failure trials and call the
first correct trial after a dimensional change a ‘‘shift-success’’trial (instead of a shift trial). Of the 103 UDSR neurons, 14 had
three or more shift-failure trials. The average time course of the
activity of these 14 neurons is shown in Figure 4A. Consistent
with the activity shown in Figure 3A, in the shift-success trials,
the average activity selectively increased in the preferred
dimension (red line in Figure 4A). However, in the shift-failure
trials, there was no increase in activity, even in the preferred
dimension (a thick black line [shift-failure trials preceding shift-
success trials] and a thin black line [shift-failure trials preceding
shift-failure trials] during the preparatory period shown in
Figure 4A). After the failure to shift to the preferred dimension,
the neuronal activity increased when the cognitive set was
successfully shifted in the next trial (the thick black line during
the next preparatory period), but not when there was a further
failure of shift (the thin black line during the next preparatory
period). Statistically, the average activity during the early prepa-
ratory period was significantly lower in the shift-failure trials than
in the shift-success trials, in the preferred dimension (p < 0.001,
post hoc Tukey’s least-significant difference test, following two-
way ANOVA [significant interaction between Dimension and
Trial-type factors, p < 0.01]; Figure 4B). There was no significant
difference in activity between the shift-success and shift-failure
trials, in the nonpreferred dimension (p > 0.5; Figure 4B). More-
over, we bolstered the results by analyzing more UDSR neurons
(n = 21) under the condition in which neurons with two or more
shift-failure trials were collected. This analysis exactly replicated
all of the statistical results described above. Thus, the UDSR
activity could be predictive of successful set shifting, emerging
long before (4 s) the subjects’ actual behavioral response.
We next tested another speculation—that the UDSR neurons
would be activated in the trial following an erroneous behavioral
response. Error responses are assumed to partly result from the
erroneous representation of the relevant dimension; therefore, in
the subsequent trial, the UDSR neurons might be reactivated to
correctly represent the relevant dimension (see Supplemental
Data for details). We thus analyzed the activity of UDSR neurons
in trials following erroneous responses (Figure S8A). We named
these trials the ‘‘nonshift trials without reward’’ because reward
was not delivered during the preparatory period in these nonshift
trials, whereas nonshift trials following correct responses were
called the ‘‘nonshift trials with reward.’’ We could analyze 20
UDSR neurons that had three or more nonshift trials without
reward. The activity of these neurons was significantly smaller
in the nonshift trial without reward (white bar) than in the shift trial
(red bar); ‘‘the shift trial’’ should be called, in the exact sense,
‘‘the shift trial without reward’’ (p < 0.006, post hoc Tukey’s
least-significant difference test, following two-way ANOVA
[significant interaction between Dimension and Trial-type
factors, p < 0.01]) (Figure S8A, left part). Activity in the nonshift
trial without reward (white bar) tended to be larger than that in
the nonshift trial with reward (magenta bar), but the difference
was not statistically significant (p = 0.061) (Figure S8A, left
part). These results failed to statistically confirm the speculation
described above. Regarding the reward-related issues, these
analyses demonstrated that the activity was significantly smaller
in the shift-failure trial and in the nonshift trial without reward than
in the shift-success trials, although reward was absent in all of
these trials, and therefore suggest that successful set shifting,Neuron 61, 941–951, March 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 945
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(A) SDFs averaged across the UDSR neurons (n = 14) with three or more shift-
failure trials. Data alignment is the same as in Figure 2A. The red line indicates
the activity averaged across all of the shift-success trials in the preferred
dimension; the thick black line indicates the activity averaged across all of
the shift-failure trials preceding the shift-success trials in the preferred
dimension; the thin black line indicates the activity averaged across all of the
shift-failure trials preceding the shift-failure trials in the preferred dimension.
Other conventions are the same as in Figure 3A.
(B) Normalized mean firing rates during the early preparatory period averaged
across the neurons in (A). Black and gray bars indicate the activity in the shift-
failure trials, in the preferred and nonpreferred dimensions, respectively. Other
conventions are the same as in Figure 3B. Error bars indicate SEMs.
*p < 0.001, Tukey’s least-significant difference test.946 Neuron 61, 941–951, March 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.but not the presence/absence of reward, was the major factor of
the UDSR activity.
Instruction-Independent Mechanism of Set Shifting
To address whether PPC neurons could be related to set shifting
in a more general context than in the ‘‘original task’’ (Figures 1A–
1C), we trained one of our monkeys (monkey W) to perform
another version of the WCST (the ‘‘visually instructed task’’;
Figure S9), in which a visual cue signaled a dimensional change
(‘‘shift-instruction cue’’), whereas another visual cue signaled no
dimensional change (‘‘stay-instruction cue’’). In the trials in which
the shift-instruction cue was presented, the percentage of
correct responses was 85.7% ± 0.9% (mean ± SEM)
(Figure S9), and in the two subsequent trials, the scores were
nearly perfect (98.0% ± 0.3% and 98.5% ± 0.3%). Similarly,
in the trials in which the stay-instruction cue was presented,
the percentage of correct responses was 96.8% ± 0.6%, and
the performance then got even better (98.4% ± 0.3% and
98.6% ± 0.3% in the two subsequent trials). Thus, the monkey
appeared to understand well the instructions conveyed by the
two cues, promptly shifting cognitive set or maintaining it,
depending upon the instruction cue. We called the correct trials
in which shift instruction and stay-instruction cues were pre-
sented ‘‘instructed-shift trials’’ and ‘‘stay trials,’’ respectively.
Figure 5A shows the activity of the UDSR neuron shown in
Figure 2, but in the visually instructed task. Consistent with the
activity in the original task (Figure 2A), the neuron exhibited
strong activity during the preparatory period in the instructed-
shift trials in which the monkey shifted cognitive set to the color
dimension (‘‘instructed-shift-to-color trial,’’ red line). The mean
discharge rate during the early preparatory period was
significantly larger in the instructed-shift-to-color trials than in
the stay trials in the color dimension (p < 0.01, post hoc Tukey’s
least-significant difference test, following two-way ANOVA
[significant interaction between Dimension and Trial-type
factors, p < 0.05]; Figure 5B). This neuron showed comparable
activity in the instructed-shift-to-shape trials and stay trials
in the shape dimension (p > 0.1; Figure 5B). Moreover, the
mean discharge rate was significantly greater in the instructed-
shift-to-color trials than in the instructed-shift-to-shape trials
(p < 0.01; Figure 5B).
Of 804 neurons tested during the original task, 136 were also
tested during the visually instructed task. Of these, 17 showed
the UDSR activity in the original task, and their population
activity selectively increased in the shift-to-preferred-dimension
trials (Figure 5C). In the visually instructed task, 5 out of the
17 UDSR neurons (29%) also showed a significant interaction
between Dimension and Trial-type factors (p < 0.05, two-way
ANOVA). At a population level, the 17 neurons exhibited greater
activity in the instructed-shift-to-preferred-dimension trials than
in the stay trials in the preferred dimension (p < 0.05, post hoc
Tukey’s least-significant difference test, following two-way
ANOVA [significant interaction between Dimension and Trial-
type factors, p < 0.05]; Figure 5D), and the activity was compa-
rable in the instructed-shift-to-nonpreferred-dimension trials
and in the stay trials in the nonpreferred dimension (p > 0.1;Figure 5D).
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Figure 5. Comparison of the Neuronal
Activity during the Visually Instructed Task
and the Original Task
(A) Rastergrams and SDFs of the same neuron
shown in Figure 2 during a visually instructed
task. Data are aligned on the onset of the prepara-
tory period (arrowhead) and warning period. Red
and blue dots in the rastergrams indicate the
neuronal discharge in the instructed-shift-to-color
trials and in the instructed-shift-to-shape trials,
respectively. Magenta and cyan dots indicate
the neuronal discharge in the stay trials in the color
and shape dimensions, respectively. Dark- and
light-gray dots indicate neuronal discharge in the
first nonshift trials after the instructed-shift trial in
the color and shape dimensions, respectively.
For SDFs, red and magenta thick lines indicate
the activity in the instructed-shift-to-color trials
and in the stay trials in the color dimension,
respectively. Blue and cyan thick lines indicate
the activity in the instructed-shift-to-shape trials
and in the stay trials in the shape dimension,
respectively. Dark- and light-gray lines indicate
the activity in the nonshift trials in the color and
shape dimensions, respectively. Thin lines
indicate averages ± SEMs.
(B) Mean firing rates of the neuron during the early
preparatory period in the visually instructed task.
Red and magenta bars indicate the activity in the
instructed-shift-to-color trials and in the stay trials
in the color dimension, respectively. Blue and
cyan bars indicate the activity in the instructed-
shift-to-shape trials and in the stay trials in the
shape dimension, respectively. Error bars indicate
SEMs. *p < 0.01, Tukey’s least-significant differ-
ence test.
(C) Normalized mean firing rates during the early
preparatory period averaged across UDSR
neurons (n = 17) in the original task. Conventions
are the same as in Figure 3B. Error bars indicate
SEMs. The activity was significantly greater in
the shift-to-preferred-dimension trials than in
the nonshift trials in the preferred dimension
(**p < 0.005, post hoc Tukey’s least-significant
difference test, following two-way ANOVA
[significant interaction between Dimension and
Trial-type factors, p < 0.05]). However, the activity
was comparable in the shift-to-nonpreferred-
dimension trials and in the nonshift trials in the
nonpreferred dimension (p > 0.1).
(D) Normalized mean firing rates during the early preparatory period averaged across the same subset of neurons presented in (C), but in the visually instructed
task. Red andmagenta bars indicate the activity in the instructed-shift-to-preferred-dimension trials and in the stay trials in the preferred dimension, respectively.
Blue and cyan bars indicate the activity in the instructed-shift-to-nonpreferred-dimension trials and in the stay trials in the nonpreferred dimension, respectively.
Note that the preferred dimension of each neuron was determined in the original task. Error bars indicate SEMs. *p < 0.05, Tukey’s least-significant difference
test.
(E and F) Relationship between normalized firing rates in the visually instructed and original tasks. The normalized firing rates were calculated during the early
preparatory period in each task. (E) Scatter plot of normalized activity differences during the visually instructed task (between the instructed-shift and stay trials)
and during the original task (between the shift and nonshift trials), both in the preferred dimension. Two cells with negative values on the abscissa exhibited the
maximum activity in the nonshift trials during the original task. (F) Scatter plot of normalized activity differences during the visually instructed task (between the
instructed-shift-to-color and the instructed-shift-to-shape trials) and during the original task (between the shift-to-color and the shift-to-shape trials).Furthermore, we examined, in two different ways (Figures 5E
and 5F), whether the activity of the UDSR neurons during the
visually instructed task matched that during the original task.
Figure 5E shows a scatter plot of normalized activity differences
during the visually instructed task (between the instructed-shiftand stay trials) and during the original task (between the shift
and nonshift trials), both in the preferred dimension. These
paired activity differences showed a significant positive correla-
tion (Pearson’s correlation coefficient R = 0.53, p < 0.03;
Figure 5E). Figure 5F shows a scatter plot of normalized activityNeuron 61, 941–951, March 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 947
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instructed-shift-to-color and the instructed-shift-to-shape trials)
and during the original task (between the shift-to-color and the
shift-to-shape trials). These paired activity differences also
showed a significant positive correlation (R = 0.69, p < 0.003;
Figure 5F). Even after nonlinear transformations of the data
(logarithmic and square root transformations; see Experimental
Procedures), we found significant correlations: R = 0.49
(p < 0.05; for Figure 5E) and 0.68 (p < 0.003; for Figure 5F)
(logarithmic transformation); R = 0.49 (p < 0.05; for Figure 5E)
and 0.68 (p < 0.003; for Figure 5F) (square root transformation).
DISCUSSION
In the present study, using an analog of the WCST (‘‘original’’
task), we observed that monkeys promptly shifted their cognitive
set when a dimensional changewas signaled. Their performance
of set shifting, which was accomplished mostly within a single
trial, enabled us to determine the shift trial in which the cognitive
set was successfully shifted, and to identify PPC activity that
was related to set shifting. We observed a group of neurons
that was transiently activated when the monkeys shifted from
one cognitive set to another, which we termed UDSR activity.
The UDSR activity emerged 4 s before the actual behavioral
output, andwell predicted whether themonkeys would success-
fully shift their cognitive set. The central issue in our study was to
examine the neuronal mechanism of set shifting in the original
task that mimicked the most common WCST used in human
neuropsychological studies (Anderson et al., 1991; Janowski
et al., 1989; Milner, 1963). To further examine whether the
UDSR neurons contributed to set shifting in a more general
context, we tested another version of the WCST, the visually
instructed task, and we found that the UDSR neurons could be
crucially involved in successful set shifting, even when a visual
cue signaled set shifting.
Our tasks used compound bivalent stimuli that were different
from those used in human WCST (Anderson et al., 1991; Janow-
ski et al., 1989; Milner, 1963). Originally, similar compound
bivalent stimuli were successfully used formonkey lesion studies
to assess set-shifting mechanisms in the WCST (Dias et al.,
1996, 1997). It may be argued that the compound bivalent stimuli
might have caused the monkeys to focus their attention on the
center object (i.e., color patch) in the color dimension, and to
direct their attention to the surrounding object (i.e., shape
outline) in the shape dimension. The UDSR activity is basically
immune to the possibility of such an object strategy, because
there was no stimulus presented during the preparatory period.
To further examine this possibility, we analyzed gaze eccentricity
that is assumed to reflect direction of attention. We found that
gaze eccentricity was significantly different between the shape
and color dimensions in a short time window during the prepara-
tory period, but activity of the UDSR neurons was not correlated
with gaze eccentricity (see Supplemental Data). Notably, the
UDSR activity well predicted the performance of set shifting,
implying the critical relationship between this activity and the
set-shifting behavior. Thus, gaze eccentricity would not be
necessarily related to the set-shifting behavior.948 Neuron 61, 941–951, March 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.It is important to examine whether the UDSR activity might be
related to several factors other than set shifting per se. First,
because the shift trial followed the absence of reward, it is critical
to confirm that the activity in the shift trial does not reflect
reward-related responses. Notably, the UDSR activity emerged
unidimensionally (e.g., only in the shift-to-color trials, not in the
shift-to-shape trials), although the reward condition was the
same in both trials. Thus, the UDSR activity could not be basi-
cally explained by the reward-related factors. Furthermore, we
have presented four additional lines of evidence indicating that
the neuronal activity was not due to the absence of reward
(see Supplemental Data). Second, because the UDSR activity
in the original task emerged after inevitable-error trials, the
activity could be derived from error detection mechanisms
(Jimura et al., 2004; Schall et al., 2002). However, this is unlikely
because, in the visually instructed task, the UDSR activity still
emerged in the instructed-shift trials, even though there was
no need to rely on error detections. Third, since our recording
sites included area 7a and DP, which are known to exhibit
activity related to gaze positions and saccades (Andersen
et al., 1990; Bremmer et al., 1997), the UDSR activity might be
attributed to eye movements or gaze position. However, the
activity was not correlated with any such parameters. Although
our recording sites did not include hand-movement-related
regions (Andersen and Buneo, 2002; Fogassi et al., 2005; Snyder
et al., 1997), we also performed hand-movement analyses and
confirmed that hand movements could not explain the UDSR
activity. Thus, the UDSR activity is unlikely to reflect ocular
parameters or handmovements. Fourth, because the behavioral
data suggest that the monkeys showed a slight tendency to
anticipate the dimensional change (see Results), the animals
might have counted trials, and the neuronal activity could reflect
numerical processes (Nieder, 2005). However, the neuronal
activity was transiently increased in the shift trial and was not
modulated during the following nonshift trials, irrespective of
the trial number from the shift trial (Figure 3C). Therefore, numer-
ical processes are unlikely to explain the UDSR activity.
Human psychological studies with task-switching paradigms
(Allport et al., 1994; Meiran, 1996; Monsell, 2003; Rogers and
Monsell, 1995) have shown that behavioral performance
declines in the shift trials compared to that in the subsequent
trials, both in the error rate and the response time. This perfor-
mance decline is known as switch cost (Allport et al., 1994;
Meiran, 1996; Monsell, 2003; Rogers and Monsell, 1995; Stoet
and Snyder, 2003). In our task, the switch cost reflected in the
error rate was significantly higher than zero in both monkeys
(see Results). The switch cost reflected in the response time
was significantly larger than zero in one monkey, but not in the
other monkey. Nondetectable switch cost of the response time
in one monkey can be attributed to our task design: because
the dimensional change was signaled long before the actual
responses, the monkey could have completely prepared for
the changed relevant dimension.
According to psychological theories (Allport et al., 1994;
Meiran, 1996; Monsell, 2003; Rogers and Monsell, 1995), the
switch cost is presumed to originate mainly from two putative
cognitive processes. One is the ‘‘reconfiguration process’’
(Meiran, 1996; Monsell, 2003; Rogers and Monsell, 1995);
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the changed requirements. Another is ‘‘proactive interference’’
(Allport et al., 1994; Konishi et al., 2005; Monsell, 2003);
proactive interference arises from a previously acquired
cognitive set that lingers even after a requirement changes.
Unlike the reconfiguration process, proactive interference partly
carries over to the trials following the shift trial and emerges
mostly when subjects try to respond to a stimulus (Allport
et al., 1994; Konishi et al., 2005; Monsell, 2003). In the present
study, because UDSR activity was not observed in the trials
following a shift trial, and emerged during the preparatory period
before the sample and choice stimuli were actually presented,
the activity might reflect the reconfiguration process rather
than the proactive interference.
As many neuroimaging studies have suggested (Asari et al.,
2005; Dosenbach et al., 2006; Kimberg et al., 2000; Konishi
et al., 1998; Monchi et al., 2001; Nakahara et al., 2002, 2007;
Rushworth et al., 2001; Sohn et al., 2000), the PFC and PPC
possibly form a functional network that plays a critical role in
set shifting. According to many human neuropsychological
studies, not only frontal damage (Janowski et al., 1989; Milner,
1963), but also nonfrontal damage (Anderson et al., 1991), can
produce deficits in set shifting. Considering the nature of the
UDSR activity, as already discussed, we suggest that the PPC
might be involved in reconfiguring a cognitive set, which is
consistent with several neuroimaging studies (Dosenbach
et al., 2006; Kimberg et al., 2000; Monchi et al., 2001; Rushworth
et al., 2001; Sohn et al., 2000). Psychological theories predict
that the reconfiguring process could partly precede the stimulus
onset (Meiran, 1996; Monsell, 2003; Rogers and Monsell, 1995),
which was actually confirmed in the present study by demon-
strating that the UDSR activity emerged during the preparatory
period, before the stimulus presentation. Several single-unit
studies in monkeys (Asaad et al., 2000; Johnston and Everling,
2006; Mansouri et al., 2006; Wallis et al., 2001; Whiete and
Wise, 1999) have demonstrated that the PFC activity reflected
the maintenance of cognitive sets, but whether the PFC neurons
were involved in dynamic processes for set shifting was not
tested in these studies. Although it has been reported that
neurons in the PFC or in nearby regions were selectively
activated when monkeys switched behaviors involving arm
movements (Shima and Tanji, 1998) or saccades (Isoda and
Hikosaka, 2007; Johnston et al., 2007), those neurons could be
related not to shifting cognitive sets, but to switching action
sets. Additional experiments at the single-unit level are needed
to elucidate the specialized role of the PFC in set shifting.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
General Procedures
Two male monkeys (Macaca fuscata; 7.0–9.0 kg) served as subjects in this
study. The care and use of these animals conformed to the National Institutes
of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and to the
regulations of the University of Tokyo School of Medicine. Head-holding
devices and recording chambers (Crist Instrument) were attached to the
monkeys’ skulls under aseptic conditions, after general anesthesia with
sodium pentobarbital (25 mg/kg body weight/h, i.v.). The stimuli were
presented by using a 17 inch LCD monitor (Eizo Nanao, Japan), which was
placed 74.5 cm from the monkey’s eyes. A response devise with three buttons(top, right, and left positions) was attached to the primate chair in front of the
monkeys’ hands, and the monkeys responded by pushing one of the three
buttons. Eye movement was monitored by using a PC-based CCD camera
system (Nakahara et al., 2002). Hand movements were monitored with a video
camera. Neuronal and behavioral data, including eye movements, were
acquired by a computer running a custom-made program in LabVIEW 7.1
(National Instruments).
Behavioral Tasks
We trained two monkeys to perform an analog of the WCST (Nakahara et al.,
2002) (the original task, Figure 1B). The trials started with a blank screen
(preparatory period, 3500–4100 ms). The screen then turned gray, and
a warning stimulus (0.1 3 0.1 in size) appeared (warning period). A total of
550–1500 ms after presentation of the warning stimulus, a sample stimulus
was presented for 500ms (sample period). Three choice stimuli then appeared
at the top, left, and right of the sample (choice period). The choice period lasted
until the monkeys responded (up to 3000 ms). At the end of the choice period,
which corresponded to the beginning of the preparatory period for the next
trial, subjects received a liquid reward (a drop of fruit juice) if they made
a correct response. Each stimulus consisted of a color patch (red, blue, or
green) superimposed on a gray shape (circle, triangle, or cross); consequently,
each stimulus had two attributes: color and shape. The sample stimulus was
randomly chosen from 3 3 3 combinations of the color and shape attributes.
The same color and shape attributes were not chosen more than three
consecutive times. The color patchwas 0.7 3 0.7 in size in the sample stimuli
and 0.5 3 0.5 in size in the choice stimuli. The size of the shape was 2.1 3
2.1 in the sample stimuli and 1.5 3 1.5 in the choice stimuli. Among the three
choice stimuli presented, one matched the sample color, another matched its
shape, and the third matched neither attribute (Figure 1A). The animals had to
select the choice stimulus that matched the sample attribute that was relevant
at the time. The attribute was called the dimension. After six to eight consec-
utive correct trials, the relevant dimension changed without informing the
monkeys (dimensional change, Figure 1C). After the dimensional change,
the response based on the previous dimension was no longer correct. The first
trial after the dimensional change was called the inevitable-error trial because
the monkeys could not know that the dimension had changed. The first trial
with a correct response after the dimensional change was defined as the shift
trial; other correct response trials and inevitable-error trials were defined as
nonshift trials. The shift trial in which the subjects shifted their cognitive set
from the shape to the color dimension was called the shift-to-color trial,
whereas the shift trial in which the subjects shifted their cognitive set from
the color to the shape dimension was called the shift-to-shape trial.
One of the two monkeys (monkey W) learned another WCST analog, the
visually instructed task (Figure S9). After six to eight consecutive correct trials
in one dimension, one of two visual cues, the ‘‘shift-instruction cue’’ or the
‘‘stay-instruction cue,’’ was presented for the first 500 ms of the preparatory
period along with the liquid reward. We presented each cue with equal prob-
ability, but the same cue was not repeated more than three consecutive times.
The shift-instruction cue signaled a dimensional change, whereas the stay-
instruction cue signaled no dimensional change; i.e., the same cognitive set
used in the preceding trials should continue to be used. Each instruction cue
appeared only once in the first trial after six to eight consecutive correct trials.
If the monkey made a correct response in the trials with the shift-instruction
cue or with the stay-instruction cue, the trials were defined as ‘‘instructed-
shift’’ or ‘‘stay’’ trials, respectively.
Electrophysiology
The activity of single neurons was recorded extracellularly from the lateral
surfaces of the PPC, including area 7a and DP (Lewis and Van Essen, 2000;
Stoet and Snyder, 2004) (right and left hemisphere in monkey W and G,
respectively), by using a glass-coated Elgiloy microelectrode (1 MU at
1 kHz). The microelectrode was advanced through the intact dura mater into
the cortex by using a hydraulic micromanipulator (MO-95C, Narishige, Tokyo).
While the monkeys performed the task, we monitored neuronal activity by
using a sound monitor and online rastergrams, and we searched for neurons
that showed any change in activity during any trial period. Visual, memory,
or saccade selectivities of neurons were not tested. Recording sites wereNeuron 61, 941–951, March 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 949
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4.7 T, Biospec 47/40, Bruker, for monkey W; 1.5 T, Hitachi Medical Corp.,
Tokyo, for monkey G). Guided by the MR images, we initially identified three
sulci as landmarks: the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), the superior temporal sulcus
(STS), and the lunate sulcus (LuS) (Figure S1). We then localized area 7a and
DP (Lewis and Van Essen, 2000). The microelectrode advanced into the lateral
bank of the IPS to a depth of no more than 2.5 mm from the cortical surface.
Data Analysis
We evaluated the neuronal activity during the preparatory period, because
it was assumed that the monkeys changed or reconfigured their cognitive
set in the shift trials during this period. The preparatory period, lasting 3500–
4100 ms, was divided into two phases: the first 500–2000 ms (early prepara-
tory period) and the last 1500 ms (late preparatory period). There was no
overlap between the early and late preparatory periods. In this study, we
focused on the early preparatory period. The task-related activity of each
neuron during the early preparatory period was then analyzed by using
a two-way ANOVA (p < 0.05) with the factors Dimension (color or shape),
upon which the monkeys’ response was based, and Trial type (shift or nonshift
trial). In the ANOVA, the shift-to-color trials, which were the first correct trials
after the dimensional change from the shape-to-color dimension, were re-
garded as trials in the color dimension, and the shift-to-shape trials were
regarded as trials in the shape dimension. This is rational because the
monkeys were assumed to have realized the changed dimension at the begin-
ning of the preparatory period in these shift trials, and they actually responded
based on the new changed dimension in these trials. The inevitable-error trials,
in which the relevant dimension changed, were regarded as trials in the
previous dimension, not in the new dimension. This is because the monkeys
could not have realized that the dimension had changed and actually re-
sponded based on the previous dimension in these trials. Except for the inev-
itable-error trials, only correct response trials were analyzed. We used only
those neurons that were tested in at least three trials for each combination
of Dimension and Trial-type factors. The task-related activity was classified
into three types based on the ANOVA results: the first and the second types
showed significant main effects of Dimension and Trial-type factors, respec-
tively, whereas the third type showed a significant interaction between the
two factors. The first type of task-related activity wasmodulated by the dimen-
sion that the monkeys used (we call this ‘‘dimension-related’’ or ‘‘DR’’ activity).
The second type was modulated by whether set shifting was performed or not
(we call this ‘‘trial-type-related’’ or ‘‘TTR’’ activity). TTR activity could be related
to set shifting and several other factors; therefore, we will describe this, in
detail, elsewhere. This study focused only on the third-type of activity.
We called this third-type of activity ‘‘unidimensional shift-related (UDSR)’’
activity. For this analysis, firing rates before smoothing were used for each
neuron (see below for smoothing procedures). We also performed a three-
way ANOVA (p < 0.05) with factors of dimension (color or shape), Trial type
(shift or nonshift), and reward (with reward or without reward prior to the prepa-
ratory period). In this analysis, we included all trials, correct and erroneous.
For each neuron, spike trainswere smoothed by convolutionwith aGaussian
kernel (s = 150 ms) to obtain spike density functions (SDFs). For ensemble
SDFs, smoothed firing rates of each neuron were averaged across trials,
and then normalized by using its peak value at any time during trials. Then,
the preferred dimension of each neuron was determined; if a neuron showed
the largest activity in either shift-to-color trials or nonshift trials in the color
dimension, the preferred dimension of that neuron was the color dimension;
if a neuron showed the largest activity in either shift-to-shape trials or nonshift
trials in the shape dimension, the preferred dimension was the shape dimen-
sion. To analyze the population activity of neurons, normalized mean firing
rates of each neuron were first calculated, and two-way ANOVAs were then
performed on the normalized activity with the factors Dimension (preferred
or nonpreferred) and Trial type (shift or nonshift trial for Figures 3B and 5C;
shift-success, shift-failure, or nonshift trial for Figure 4B; instructed-shift or
stay trial for Figure 5D). Note that for the analysis in Figure 4B, the shift-failure
trials were regarded as trials in the new dimension. If the interaction between
the two factors was significant (p < 0.05), post hoc comparisons were con-
ducted (Tukey’s least-significant difference test). We also tested whether the
population activity was affected by trial positions relative to the shift trial by950 Neuron 61, 941–951, March 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.using a two-way ANOVA with the factors Dimension (preferred or nonpre-
ferred) and Trial position (shift trial, first–sixth trials after the shift trial)
(Figure 3C). If the interaction between the two factors was significant (p < 0.05),
post hoc comparisons were conducted (Tukey’s honestly significant
differences test).
For correlation analysis of the data in Figures 5E and 5F, we performed two
types of nonlinear transformation, logarithmic and square root transforma-
tions, in order to reduce the possibility that the significant correlations might
result from data with a large value. The former and the latter transform a vari-






Regarding the behavioral data, switch cost was calculated for the mean
error rate and the mean response time averaged across all daily sessions.
The switch cost was defined as the difference between the first and second
trials after the inevitable-error trial. The switch cost reflected in the response
time was calculated by using only correct trials.
All statistical analyses were carried out by using SAS/STAT (SAS Institute)
and MATLAB (MathWorks) Software. All of the statistical tests were two tailed.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
The Supplemental Data include a comparison of the UDSR activity with other
task-related activities, analyses of UDSR activity, analysis of the effect of eye
movements on UDSR activity, and analysis of the monkey’s hand move-
ments during the preparatory period; a table; and nine figures and can be
found with this article online at http://www.neuron.org/supplemental/
S0896-6273(09)00095-6.
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